Booking information will be available later in 2019.
Marseille, the attractive City in Provence

Marseille, ready to experiment the unforgettable?
Panoramic Tour of Marseille

Take the panoramic Tour to discover Marseille main sights by bus from Vieux Port via the seafront and Corniche Kennedy, Roucas Blanc district and the must-see Notre Dame de la Garde, Canebière and Mucem.

Price : 25€ /pax – Minimum 9 persons
Old Marseille, Panier District

From the Hôtel de Ville to the Vieille Charité this walk through Le panier will have you enjoy the oldest district in France.
26 centuries of history to discover step by step, with anecdotes provided by our guides.
Price: 20€ /pax – Minimum 9 persons
Architectural Tour around Mucem Museum

Starting from Norman Foster’s shade roof, discover Marseille’s new maritime frontage and J4 cultural center between The Mucem, Villa méditerranée and the new constructions of this modern and chic city.

Price: 20€ /pax – Minimum 9 persons
IN THE HEART OF PROVENCE

Visit Provence:

Visit Cassis, Aix en Provence, Arles, les Alpilles, Avignon and le Luberon ...
Cassis and the Vineyard

This little fishing harbour, nestling between two exceptional natural sites (the famous Massif des Calanques and the majestic Cap Canaille) offers its visitors a concentrate of Provence and the Mediterranean. The vineyards on the plains and terraces that stretch down to the Mediterranean sea, Cassis is protected by the two monuments of nature that are Cap Canaille (tallest coastal cliff in Europe) glowing red when the Mistral blows, and the white limestone Calanques.

1 day in Provence : 95€ /pax with lunch – minimum 20 persons
A DAY IN PROVENCE

Aix en Provence:

The charms of the old town, the beauty of architecture and monuments, and remains of prestigious sites of the past.
Visit Aix en Provence with the little squares and fountains and Provencial market!
A stop will be proposed to visit the beautiful Hotel de Caumont with guided tour of the great exhibition.

1 day in Provence: 95€ /pax with lunch – Minimum 20 persons
ENJOY MARSEILLE AND PROVENCE